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Operating boom and scissors lifts are considered high-risk occupations. Therefore, only people who
have received proper training in boom lifting are allowed to operate boom lifts. To minimize
accidents in workplaces, the latest Occupational Health and Safety regulations has made it
mandatory for obtaining a license before operating boom lifts. Hence, regardless of your experience
or efficacy in handling boom lifts, participating in a boom lift training program in Melbourne is a
prerequisite for operating the lift.

Benefits of boom lift training

In Australia, only licensed boom operators are eligible for the job of boom and scissor operation. By
skipping a boom lift training course you will not only limit your scope for employment, you will also
be fined for working as an unlicensed boom operator. Besides the legal aspect of receiving boom lift
training, there are other advantages of participating in a training program that cannot be overlooked.
The programs offered by boom lift training facilities in Melbourne helps to refresh your knowledge of
boom lift operations. For experienced operators, these courses serve as refresher training programs
that train a person about the best methods of handling boom lifts. By making a boom operator
aware of the safety regulations, boom lift training minimizes the risk of accidents. After completing
the boom lift training course, you can easily receive a license for operating boom lifts. A licensed
boom lift operator has more employment opportunities.

Types of boom lift training

Boom lift training courses are tailored to meet the requirements for obtaining the Worksafe High
Risk Work License and/or the EWPAA Yellow Card. For most work situations, it is sufficient to work
with a EWPAA Yellow Card. EWPAA Yellow Card holders are eligible for operating all types of
scissor and boom lifts that are less than 11 meters tall. Although the regulations for operating heavy
machineries may slightly vary from state to state, obtaining a Yellow Card is mandatory in all
Australian states for working with boom and scissor lifts. The Worksafe High Risk Work License is
mandatory for boom lift operators who operate lifts that are 11 meters tall or higher.

Where to receive boom lift training

Boom lift training is offered by reputed organizations in Melbourne. It is considered a key
responsibility of employers to ensure that all the workers have received the appropriate training in
boom and scissor lift operations. Boom lift training in Melbourne is frequently conducted on site,
where boom lift operators learn how to handle the machineries right at their workplace. 
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work on some of the state's biggest construction projects.
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